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But days and nights and years 
of endless work and failure killed 
something inside me; a tight look 
of defeat and fear in Carla’s eyes 
showed her disbelief; the sullen 
loneliness of the swamps fogged 
my mind, and finally, in self-dis
gust, I flung my damned concoc
tion of elements into the swamp 
and got ready to leave. A week 
passed, or maybe two; I was mak
ing a final check on the apparatus 
the morning that I heard Carla 
screaming. I cursed my worthless, 
shriveled legs and dragged myself 
to the door; and in the green haze 
of the swamp’s dawn, I saw it.
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cusation that I saw in her eyes 
clipped a thread in my mind, and I 
was horribly aware of insanity 
oozing over me as I watched her. 
Crazed by fear, she fought with 
the frenzied strength of a mad
woman; when she finally tore her
self loose, I was near enough to 
see a foot and a hand sucked into 
the retreating ooze. Before I could 
move, Carla had disappeared — 
crawling off into the murky 
swamplands in a loose, disjointed 
way, more animal than woman. I 
was alone with that hellish mass 
and the echoes of my own terrified 
screams.
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As I watched, a turgid, grayish 
mass swallowed up two terrified 
natives and their tiny canoe; and 
then with amoeboid movement, it
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‘Then were the horror-riddled 
days of warning men who came in
to the swamp—only to have de
riding laughter thrown at me__of
watching them become part of that 
Hell beneath the slime, of the un
controllable retching at the sick- 

- A ening sound of their gurglinsr
shrieks. How long? An eternity of 
hours, days, or maybe years before
one called Joe, pitying a bundle of
desolate madness, brought me out 
—and then went back. I watched 
him struggle too, and I heard his 
shrill cries just as if I had been
there; even now, I can see him__
stinking slime, sliding on and on 
—never stopping, never dying.”

Alma Altman
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settled back under the slime of the 
swamp water. I was sickened by 
fear, but a flaming triumph 
scorched my body. It was as if Hell 
had laid her egg and hatched it 
there in the rotting stench and the 
stagnant slime of the fermenting 
water; the impossible had happen
ed, and there was life in the mass 
I had created.

Was there a change in the 
voice? Deep-pitched tones — the 
Indian’s voice—pierced the thick
mist inside my head; “Jest sets__
eats sometimes. He’s dead—dead 
as he knows how to git—thinks 
he’s living elements—won’t never 
die—.”

“Centuries of weird, triumphant 
thought careened across my brain, 
but triumph dulled before a blast 
of fear; Carla’s screaming was 
more than just frightened cries; it 
was choking, retching shrieks of 
terror. I glanced around, and icy 
horror thickened my blood; she 
was struggling with a tentacle-like 
part of the mass flowing around

Blood was a red-hot throbbing 
in my forehead, and a scream 
gurgled up through my throat and 
coiled against my lips. There was 
a heavy ache in my stomach, and 
for a minute, I felt very tired and 
very old. After endless, agonized 
effort, I stood up and started 
toward the rectangle of light that 
was the door. I heard, or maybe I 
just, sensed a sluggish movement 
that drew my eyes toward the
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